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Transcript from English.   
 
00 00 Nina: I was born in Leningrad in 1921, August 10. It was a wonderful life 

because this was… time was NEP. My father has with his brother a factory of 
steel. We have everything, we have whole floor apartment, maybe, I don’t 
know how many rooms. 

 
00 27 We have a nanny to us, we have a cook for a cooking and we going south 

with nanny in special coupe trains to Alupka, Alushta, Crimea. Time was very 
good. NEP, NEP time. School, the school I was late because I was only 
daughter in the house. 

 
01 01 My mother doesn’t rush me to put in the school. I was tutoring for a long time 

at home and I make examination for grade 2. We don’t have Shabat. My 
mother is Russian, really Russian. 

 
01 18 My father was Jewish. This is communist time. They don’t accepted anything 

religious. No tradition, no religious, not Jewish, no Russian people. Churches 
were closed.  

 
01 36 Synagogues were closed. I had grandfather. I remember when I was a child 

my father just to bring a matzos. When he used to bring the matzos and 
giving to us, he was telling us “It’s cookie. Try this cookies”. And I remember 
they were salted. 

 
01 57 And I said “What kind of cookie is this? It’s not nice, I don’t want to eat.” But 

he said “You must to eat”. That’s what I remember  in this time. My 
grandfather… everybody was against religion. If you do something you must 
be very, very, very covering up everything. 

 
02 21 I didn’t see… I didn’t feel like I’m Jewish, because all this communist 

propaganda, I feel like I’m daughter of the Stalin. Like a propaganda in the 
schools for young kids. We all of us the daughter of the Stalin. 

 
02 39 All of us pioneers and who knows what. We follow the crowd. We don’t want 

to be different, nothing. Because when it’s something High Holidays I 
remember my mother used to go to my father to grandfather. 

 
02 59 By they never take a kids. I have 2 brothers, older like me. They never take a 

kids, because everything was very strict. If you have religious, follow 
religious, you can go to Siberia. 

 
03 15 Especially my father has a factory, the worker, in the NEP time we must be 

double careful. What is NEP? It’s New Economic Program. They allowed 
people to have private factories, private some kind of you know stores, 
something.  

 
03 37 But this is was temporarily. Later on they confiscated everything and some of 

them who was very wealthy and good done, was sent to Siberia. To escape 
everything we left our old apartment and we went throw our passport, my 
parents, we all went to different part of the city. 
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04 05 Maybe you know like from the centre of the city to a suburb of the city, where 
nobody knows us. I don’t remember which history is. If you are looking for 
history of Russia, you know it must be you know like I was maybe 7-8 years 
old.  

 
04 29 Like it maybe late ‘20s and beginning of ‘30s. (Len: before WWII) Before 

what? (Len repeats) Oh yeah, it’s right before. When my sister was born in 
1930 we didn’t have anything. Why? Because he was rich. Because he was 
exploiting people for his own… you know it’s philosophy communist.  

 
05 01 Propaganda, different, you know? And beside this he was, because he was 

rich, they know he has dollars and he has diamonds, he has jewellery, and 
this and this. In this time they was arresting people and taking away from 
them… 

 
05 21 …all the staff. And my father was arrested 3 times. And we little kids and my 

mother everything falling in his take. When NKVD used to come, then he used 
to come home with swollen feet in terrible condition. Always he was giving his 
gold and diamond, and rings and dollars. 

 
05 49 And everything what he accumulate when he was very rich. I was little kids, I 

don’t remember, it must come like “Prikaz” (order). You know it must have 
come one day or night because everybody was in panic! Everybody want to 
hide! 

 
06 12 I remember we left our apartment just with a little suitcase, we left 

everything. And we went to different part of the city where nobody knows us. 
You see? But I was very young. (Len: did they leave you alone when you got 
to the new city?). They didn’t touch us.  

 
06 37 We were happy because maybe my father has Russian wife, you know. Her 

first husband was officer in the Russian Army, White Russian Army. But he 
has some kind in revolution, something he did good for Budenny, big marshal 
of Russia.  

 
07 03 Because he was famous. Yeah, I was 18-19. And we wasn’t prepared. We 

hear war is starting with Poland. But we didn’t believe it comes to us, you 
know. My brother, my older brother was in a Medical Academy, he was a Red 
Army man, you know. 

 
07 33 My younger brother was in University, in school. He was student. And they 

were all we know will be taken to the army. Of course I didn’t understand this 
in the beginning. When I come home, when we hear this in the radio, my 
mother was hysterical because she went through the first war and revolution. 

 
07 59 She know, she lost her husband for many year. And it was dramatic, you 

know, she was crying, she was hysterical. She was saying she go to lose her 
sons. What this happened you know. In the beginning we think it’s fun, when 
you’re young. 

 
08 21 War it’s interesting. But when I come home and I realize what it’s mean. I 

was shocked of course. I didn’t want to lose my brothers. I don’t want to lose 
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my friends. But we realize it’s very, very bad. We started to have blarings.  
They didn’t bomb us, just come to see you know “razvedka” (reconnaisance). 
Everything changed.  

 
08 58 You know like in a stores, started everything short of everything. And people 

want to make a “zapasis” (lay food in store), you know something save for 
future, to buy something in store.  And they get arrested. 

 
09 18 And they arrested my husb…my father because they discovered he was from 

NEP time, he has you know factory this and this, he capitalist. He’s against 
Russia and communist. They get…they came to us and they have searching, 
everything up and down. 

 
09 52 We were terribly shocked and scared. And then of course my older brother 

was right away called to the army. He was in army but he can’t come home 
anymore. My second younger brother was called to the army too you know. 
This was very dramatic. 

 
10 21 Very different. Everything changed. We left 3 woman: me, my mother and my 

sister. She was 9 years old. And then come war, then come this blockade. 
(Len: just one sec). First of all we know they treat terrible Jewish people. 

 
10 46 Even in Russia, like in Leningrad. Like I have Jewish name, family name 

Sheiman. They know it’s I’m Jewish. I start to feel little bit anti-Semitism, you 
know. Not feeling open, but underneath. It’s not direct like in a line to stand 
in the store. You hear they say “Oh, you see we don’t have this because 
everything Jewish taking the food for themselves”. 

 
11 18 “Jewish director of “Magazine” (a store) he give it to his friend. That’s why we 

have nothing”. You know, you feel right away like not very comfortable. You 
stay in this lines for hours and hours right away. There’s no way to escape 
this. 

 
11 44 It was bigger shock because I never feel this and because I didn’t have really 

Jewish background. Well, ok, my family was half a Jewish half a Russian. But 
never was different between my cousin, everybody was together. 

 
12 11 But now I understood I am something like er something different. I can be 

little bit scared, you know. What happened? First it wasn’t so bad. But later 
on we have no electricity, we have no facility, you know like no water, we 
have no food, we have no heat.  

 
12 40 We have nothing! Everything we must to supply ourselves. And we have 

coupons for bread. And little by little it was starting to get less and less. And 
we have terrible bombs, you know. And we have…German was always invited 
coming closer and closer. 

 
13 08 to how we say to “Vorota” (gate) to Leningrad. And they have artillery on us. 

Sometimes you go in the street, it just once happened with me. I was going 
in the street, one woman with a child was going ahead of me, big artillery 
“snariad” (shell)  came and kill her daughter!  
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13 35 And you see blood and you see dead every few minutes! But this is wasn’t so 
bad like it start starvation. It start starvation, and you need to go to the 
bread for 4 o’clock in the morning.  

 
13 57 When I used to go at 4 o’clock in the morning, we lived on the 4th floor, we go 

to stairs, I see this er a woman who is working like superintendent, carrying 2 
dead people by lakes and pushing them through the stairs. They had “boom-
boom-boom-boom”. It was such a terrible feeling! 

 
14 29 I run back to the my apartment. And for a quite time I didn’t want to go out. I 

was very scared. Then I get used to this. But I took once my sister and she 
see this, she never want to go back out from the house, from apartment.  

 
14 55 And you go in the street, you see all over dead people. Sometimes you 

walking you see people cutting from dead people for food…They eating the 
Hamburger. You can go in a market and there you can exchange bread for a 
Hamburger from people. 
 

15 21 And people do this, you know. You have… you come for 125 gram of the 
bread. Bread wet, it’s terrible. And you always hungry. The hungry pain is 
unbelievable. People get crazy, wild. They can attack you, for nothing.  

 
15 49 You know when you going 4 o’clock and it’s still dark in the winter, and very 

cold, you never know if you come back,  you know. It go quite long for quite 
humans, you know. Then you know what you bring in this hundred, I hide this 
125 gram from myself. 

 
16 21 I was afraid because I have coupons for me, my mother and my sister. And 

when I have this bread, if they give me a little bit piece extra, not together, 
you know, I was hiding, I was afraid to take to my mouth this little bread – 

 
16 43 …piece of bread because I can eat this up! I was so hungry, unbelievable. I 

hide deep inside me because it was winter I used to wore 2 coats, and a big 
shawl over me and big hat you know to warm up and my father’s “valenki” 
(winter footwear). 

 
17 11 It terrible, it takes me…it was very close but it takes me quite long time to go 

there because I was very week and hard to walk. How I survived I don’t 
know. I used to bring this bread home and we have “samovar” we making a 
hot water. 

 
17 34 We don’t see them (Len’s voice) because soldiers was starving too. They 

didn’t have too much food either. And they usually they go to “Peredovaya” 
(front line). We don’t see them in the city too much. My younger brother he 
came couple times from surrounding back…back home. 

 
18 00 But he can’t stay long, he used to come, he came once, he crawl from the 

surrounding. He came with torn pants underneath, with torn his hands. But if 
he doesn’t go in 24 hours he will be deserter and they will kill him right away, 
shoot him.   
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18 26   He went back to the army. He said, he didn’t want to go but he must to go. 
(Len’s voice). It was still outside. We were far away from…because Leningrad 
very big city. You see they come to Vorota… to Narvskiye Vorota (Leningrad 
suburb). But you don’t know what it is. And they stop them. 

 
18 49 They stop the… Germans didn’t have enough ammunition to kill everybody. 

Because not just soldiers, plain people was a taken to the army. They gived 
them a shovels or gived them a rifle to go to fight.  

 
19 08 And everybody must to go. Because if they not go, they will be shot. (Len’s 

voice). No, Leningrad never surrendered, yeah, if Leningrad surrendered it 
will be terrible.  How can we live all around Germans? You can’t live. 

 
19 28 As was time in before somebody doesn’t want to believe it Leningrad 

surrendered, nobody. My mother said “Why should I go from such a beautiful 
home to live somewhere?” It’s stories terrible when people live. They doesn’t 
was organizing good to…some of them dying in the woods. 

 
19 51 They doesn’t have place what to live, doesn’t prepare. So many people… 

Don’t forget Leningrad have 3 and a half, nearly 3 million people. It’s not a 
little city. And beside this, when Germans start to come to the city everybody 
from province was run to the city.  

 
20 15 In the beginning we have everything. We have a cows, we have a milk, 

everything. Then everything was killed later on. The cow doesn’t have what to 
eat. Listen, when blockade ended, finish, it’s really they doesn’t took whole of 
blockade.  

 
20 37 They just a special place. This time they call me to work for a…home for a 

children. And I working like “vospitatelnitsa” (a teacher) “detsky dom” (an 
orphanage). And I took my mother in and I took my sister in. This is home for 
a children who left without parents. 

 
21 02 (Len: orphanage) Mother die, you know, and father in the army. They was, 

they start to collect this children and organizing a home for them. And I was 
called to be there “vospitatelnitsa”, like a teacher. You know, look after 
children.  

 
21 23 And this how I… we survive, because there we already have food, you know, 

not just a bread. Little bit more food. It was already in March, in April, you 
know. And they started pick up children. And one of this home we organizing 
to “evakuirovat” (evacuate).  

 
21 48 “Evakuirovat” – take them out from Leningrad, because still food was very 

scarce. And one of this home we was “evakuirovat” in June of 1942 I believe. 
Yeah, from Leningrad and they, they have torn the blockade on the Lake, you 
know, “Finsky Zaliv” (the Gulf of Finland).  

 
22 14 They took us in a boats and they bomb us from “orudiye” (artillery guns). We 

was organizing this children to take from the Leningrad, because fathers was 
in army. And they want to please them, you know. And we were taking them 
out when they torn this blockade.  
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22 43  But very small piece of blockade. They didn’t took all the blockade. They still 

was fighting. And when they took us in the boat, little boat across the water 
“Finsky Zaliv” they was shooting on us and bombing us. But we survive 
somehow, they didn’t… Some of them, you know, because not just ours. 

 
23 10 Few homes of the children was taken out from Leningrad. This way we was 

taken out and then we taken to centre of the Russia. No, no, nobody come 
back, we went together with children, we stay already. (Len’s voice). We were 
taken to Kuybyshev, to Ulyanovskaya Oblast.  

 
23 36 (Len’s voice). We taken in Kuybyshev in a summer resort. They feed us very 

good, and we had doctors, we had dentist, we were looking like “gerois” 
(heroes) of “gorod” (city) Leningrad. They look after us very good. Leningrad 
was still in blockade.  

 
23 59 Yeah, partly. (Len). Yeah, my mother and sister. Yeah, but when we came to 

this place in Kuybyshev  –“Yasnaya Polyana” – we lost maybe 30% children. 
Because we start to eat, even grown up people, even teachers was dying. 
Because we have diarrhoeas, we have lots of health problems. 

 
24 27 But we were taken a good care of. This what I didn’t say, it was bad, because 

was lots of doctors, medication, we have American food, you know, from the 
States. This organization looking up right. Really I wasn’t in army, but I was 
in a… my mother was supposed to go and dig trenches against the tanks… 

 
24 55 … on a war line. But I didn’t let her go. My mother was a very delicate 

woman. Instead of her I went there. We were together with army there, right 
on the first line where they were fighting. We were digging trenches 
from…against the tanks.  

 
25 21 This was only time when I was close to German army and everything. It was 

a war line, you know they shoot on us and they doesn’t want us to dig the 
trenches. But I didn’t fight, I didn’t fight, I have a shovel and digging this.  

 
25 45 You scared? Sure, you scared! Who is such a hero when you places, you 

digging there in places coming so low. You know German, they throw out this 
er leaflets for you. They saying if you understand Russian, they saying in 
Russian:  

 
26 10 «Дамочки, не ройте ямочки. Наши танки пройдут ваши ямочки» (Ladies, 

don’t dig holes, our tanks will go through your holes). You see? You’re afraid. 
Sometimes they come near and they take woman, you know, like er 
“plenny”(POW).  

 
26 30 Like “plenny”. You are afraid! You sleeping outside, you eating outside, 

always bombing, everything it’s shooting. You see armies going, you know, 
changing position, running away from Germans. Some of them full of blood. 

 
26 55 Some of them was, you know, wounded, some of them dying. And tanks and 

whole army, you know, and we still on this position. They didn’t let us leave. 
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We close to Germans, we nearly hear everything – their tanks and 
everything. They didn’t let us go. 

 
27 23 And we used to run in the woods, in the night time. But somehow we survive. 

It was very hard, because… I lost my 2 brothers, I lost lots of friends. It 
wasn’t joy. It wasn’t joy. Because you right away missing your family, your 
friends and your everybody.  

 
28 58 It’s, I’m telling you, I feel very bad! I was crying! My mother was crying, I 

was crying, my sister was crying, we were all crying, because we lost our 
close relatives. I lost my 2 brothers which I grow with them together, they 
taking care of me. 

 
28 22 I was only girl, you know, we have different age for 9 years. I was very close 

and very spoiled by them. It was tragedy, I wasn’t happy feeling, absolutely. 
Maybe people who didn’t lost nobody. Same thing like in concentration camp. 
You survive, some of them survive and they was free, they don’t feel happy.  

 
28 53 Don’t feel happy because your close relatives all gone. My father.. my father 

was sent to Siberia. He was arrested before the war. In the war time we 
didn’t know about him. In the middle of the war he find, because we were 
evacuated. 

 
29 16 We wasn’t in Leningrad already in the middle of the war. In July we went…we 

went to the…er…first they took us in Kuybyshev, then they took us to 
Ulyanovsk, then they took us to the…split our home, we have 350 children, 

 
29 36 …150 teachers. They split 400 people in 3 different places and put us in a 

“kolkhoz” (collective farm) which was er Russian… partly Russian, partly 
Tartar, partly Chuvash. This was 2nd starvation. Yeah, they free him before 
the war was over. 

 
30 06 (Len: and he found your family?) He come to us and find us  because we 

have, where we used to live, where we have our apartment, we used to send 
the letters every couple weeks to find out maybe they hear, maybe my 
brothers came, maybe my father came. We gived them address.  

 
30 33 When my father was free they gived him address where we are. He come to 

us to this countryside. And  everything was short, and wages was very small, 
you know like pair of shoes if you need to buy it with your monthly wages. 

 
30 55 Pint of butter, it’s monthly wages. Like teacher I was making 450 roubles. 

That’s kilo potatoes 50 roubles. And that’s always shortage. But like a teacher 
they gived me a 15 by 100 piece of land which I can put potato, cabbage, 
anything.   

 
31 26 And I grew this because this and we have (inaudible)…a goat for a milk, you 

know. Always short of food, always very plain food. Not in a war time, no. 
Sometimes in the beginning, you know, we have radio where we can catch 
Germany.  
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32 02 My father was very good in German and we take in school. We used to hear 
Germans, Hitler’s speeches in the night time. And we know what he is 
promising to do to the Jewish people. 

 
32 21 That’s why my father want to protect us. He didn’t want me to have his 

name. He want me change my name to my mother’s name, which we did, we 
didn’t did, but when we left, when German was coming to Leningrad, we have 
prepared knapsack, pack, you know, little bit food, little bit this, little 
something,  

 
32 59 …you know, what we cherish something “Dragotsennosti” (Valuables). And to 

throw, to burn our passports and go to different part of the city where nobody 
knows us. My younger brother came out from surroundings. He saw how 
they… 

 
33 25 My younger brother was in army for like a Sheiman, like a Jew. They telling 

him he was officer there because he was training from University. There was 
big anti-Semitism there.  

 
33 42 He came to us and that’s what he tell us to do: to throw passport and go in 

the different part of the city where nobody knows us. Then maybe we survive. 
Oh this is in the middle of the winter already, because it’s in the fall already. 

 
34 02 Oh, in the war time, in the war time. Yeah, because he was laying in the park, 

in hiding with couple of people. And he see how German was hanging Jewish 
people. He saw not really German people but Russian people, you know. 

 
34 26 German just commanded. And Russian people was. (Len: where was your 

brother?) In the Pavlovsk, not far from Leningrad. Yeah, German occupied. 
He was surrounded. Not surrounded, he was laying and hiding and he came 
back in the night time. 

 
34 51 We in the beginning we think it was propaganda, it’s not true. Because my 

father was in the first war, he was wounded and he was taken by Germans, 
you know. They send him like a wounded to Italy to heal.  

 
35 11 They treat him wonderful. But not in this war. You see with this little city 

which I was after war, we didn’t return right away to Leningrad. We didn’t 
feel, no, we didn’t feel.  

 
35 33 But in a big city it’s like… my cousins who survive the war, they feel. I lived in 

this little city in evacuation, Milikes, Ulyanovskaya oblast, in 1945. In 1945 in 
this little city, Milikes, Ulyanovskaya oblast. (Len). He was telling me all time, 
he married me, he doesn’t want to stay in Russia, he want to go back to 
Poland. 

 
36 15 And he doesn’t go to stay in Poland, we go to the States he had relatives, or 

to Canada he have relatives. He said, we have nothing to do any more in 
Russia and Poland. My father was very happy about this.  
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36 31 And my mother, you know, happy and not happy. You know, he doesn’t want 
to lose me. This was very hard decision, but he was wonderful person. He was 
very good. I fall in love with him and I forget everything.  

 
36 50 And we were afraid they didn’t  let me go. We have little bit difficulty for me 

for visa, because they said they need teachers now. They teach me and they 
spend money on me, I need to pay to government, to work for them.  

 
37 11 Anyway, but he said “You must to let her go, she’s pregnant”. And he was 

working like a dental mechanic. He was bringing all the letters that I’m 
pregnant. When I lived in Russia… (Len) We go to Poland. We left like 
everything, like all this Polish people who was repatriated to… back to Poland. 

 
37 44 And my husband want to go to Lodz with his brother. He has a brother in 

Russia. He want to see what’s happened. They have a big business there. He 
want to know what’s happened with his sister, with his family, his parents. 

 
38 08 And they brought us to Poland and they put us in Klotsk, in German territory. 

They went, my husband and his brother, they went back to Lodz. They didn’t 
find anything and nobody.  

 
38 24 They came back, I didn’t recognize them. They was aging 10 years, with 

terrible spirit. They said “We must to go out from here”. And one day we took 
this little dish, full of melted butter and bread and we went black way to 
border.  

 
38 59 We… somebody we hired to take us across, to Czechoslovakia. They took us 

across, of course we pay the money what we have, what is left. (Len) Across 
the wood. It was in the night time. You know like it’s wooden area. You don’t 
have a smooth road, it’s bumpy. 

 
39 30 Sometimes you falling, sometimes you hear a little noise, you get scared. And 

sometimes this was supposed to take you across, it was rumours they killing 
people, because they thinking the Jewish people still have more gold, money 
and everything.  

 
39 52 You shivering, you very scared! You don’t know really if you cross the border. 

But no way, you must to take this chance. (Len: did you walk or were you 
driven?) Walk, walk. We walk maybe 2-3 hours. When in the night, in the 
wood, you think you walking in the same place.  

 
40 22 Everything look like same. You been there, you again here. This was making 

you more nervous. For sure they’ll go kill us. For sure they’ll go rob us. They 
don’t taking us across. We come close to the road and we see Czech soldiers, 
walking patrol, you know. 

 
40 52 They tell us “Hide, hide!” They don’t supposed to find us, because they arrest 

and send us back. And when they pass quite long, then we cross this border, 
cross this road and came to little country like side, with houses and 
everything. 
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41 13 It starting to get already light. Then they said to us who took us across, they 
said “You go and see, don’t go before lights, don’t go now nowhere, don’t go 
in this road”. We were sit: me and my husband and his brother. We  wait till 
daylight starting to be. 

 
41 35 Then when the daylight start to be, we see Czech people start to go on 

bicycles, you know in this road. Then we ask them how to go to Prague or 
something, to the bus station. They were very, very nice. 

 
41 53 They took off, they take themselves off from the bicycles and took us to the 

bus station. And we went to the bus station and then HIAS took care of us 
already.  We come to homes where HIAS was. (Len: HIAS?) Yeah.  

 
42 11 Then we feel safe. Feed us up and put us sleep; was lots of people, we all 

sleep in a floor in a mattress. Yeah they take us to the wagons… yeah we 
were maybe 300 people.  

 
42 33 All train was full of immigrants. They took us in a train, then took us on a 

horses, we cross, they put me on a horse, because I haven’t shoes and I can’t 
walk, my feet was all in blood. They put me on a horse, you know, together 
with all bags and everything. 

 
43 05 We came to border, where Russian soldiers was in a border. They pay them 

you know, gold roubles. (Inaudible) I hear what they was talking about. He 
said “Oh, let this Jews go, let’s get rid of them”. There were like Greek Jews. 
We came… we came to Germany. 

 
43 38 American zone. To Germany, to American zone. Then my husband meet his 

brother, third brother who survive in Russia too, but they didn’t know he 
survive. And they came to Germany to Munich. Then he find out HIAS, you 
know, they meet him. 

 
44 01 We live with him together, until we come to Canada we’ve been living in 

Munich in private home, private apartment. I want to tell people: Never lose 
hope. Always hope for the best. Fight! Don’t give up. Because the easiest way 
to give up in anything. 

 
44 27 Now I’m fighting cancer. You know I’m fighting cancer already for 10 years. 

You must to be fighter. If I gave up on my cancer I will be dead already long 
time. And I’m not young person. I still don’t want to die. I still fighting. That’s 
what I want to tell people. 

 
44 51 Don’t give up! Fight! Fight will be strong. I think Canada is very free country. 

I think it’s very warm country. I think you can do anything you wanted here, 
of course good way. And nobody push you down. We came to Canada, HIAS 
gived us $10.  

 
45 30 My husband, God bless him, he was very ambitious. We try our profession 

which we can’t use. We need go back to school which we can’t afforded. We 
want to start family. He went on a business. 
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45 48 Nearly without money. He become millionaire. I am very thankful, I’m very 
patriotic for Canada. I love this country without borders. I think wonderful 
country for any opportunity. Myself, I never feel anti-Semitism. Maybe I blind 
a little bit.  

 
46 28 But compare for all different country, what I faced in Germany, even after 

war, I think this paradise here. Thank you, bleib zu gesund.  
 
46 46 End of interview.  
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